
MM-LMA/001/001/

1 Type
Lima Arm Including Post 
and Clamp

MM-LMA/001/001/

Example

2 Finish
B Black
W White
G Grey

B

MM-LMA/001/002/

1 Type
Lima  Arm only

MM-LMA/001/002/

Example

2 Finish

B Black
W White
G Grey

B

Specification

INSTALL WITH EASE:

Lima is fast and easy to install.
The post and clamp come in one piece, which attaches to the desk 
using a thumbwheel screw, and the arm then slides into the 
grooves on the post. And all you need to attach your screen to the 
VESA mount is a screwdriver. Lima offers you a choice of colors to 
match the aesthetics of your workspace. Available in three colors; 
white, black and grey, with the posts available in anodized black 
and grey, Lima offers a concise choice of neutral colors to help it 
blend into any environment.
Key features include:
•Supports up to 6.5kg in monitor weight per screen.
•Lima’s head offers the ability to tilt the screen up to 80⁰ back or 
10⁰ forward.
•All in one box solution for a single screen set up.
•Additional arm available separately for dual screen.
•Articulation range and smoothness of motion.
•All in one post with clamp (clamp range 6 to 40mm).
•Height adjustability achieved using push button technology.
•3 - Point cable management guides cables tidily from monitor to 
desktop.
•Tool less installation (except for fixing VESA Plate to monitor).
•The clamp is suitable for desk thicknesses from 6mm to 40mm.

With a history of industry firsts and award-winning products, CBS 
is proud to add an outstanding entry level monitor arm to their 
portfolio. Lima comprises a clamp, post and arm that arrive in one 
box, and require minimal tools to install. Ordering is simple and 
because the complete solution arrives as one, the dispatch process 
is far more efficient, and less packaging is used. Good for you, 
and good for the environment.

AN ADDED ADVANTAGE:

As your workplace needs grow, Lima can too. Adding another 
monitor is quick and easy to do. Just order another extension arm, 
and then you can slide it directly on to the post. No tools, and no 
need to remove the existing arm, screen and cables. And that 
means no hassle for you.

THE HEIGHT OF SOPHISTICATION:

With the press of a button, Lima allows you to move a screen up 
or down to the ideal height. And if you’re working with dual 
screens, you can move each one independently. Being able to 
tailor each screen height and distance to your unique needs helps 
you adopt a good posture and allows for healthy interaction 
between you and your technology. Lima’s head offers the ability to 
tilt the screen up to 800 back or 100 forward. This helps you set 
the screen to your unique specifications, taking in to consideration 
lighting in your workspace and the increased use of touchscreen 
devices in the modern workspace.
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